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ROLE OF THE NATIONAL R AND D ORGANIZATION

IS KOREA'S ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Mr. Duck Seung Kin, Republic of Korea

Korea now operates f i v e unite of nuclear power p lants

de l iver ing nearly 30£ of her e l e c t r i c a l energy and four more u n i t s

are under construction. Korea gained gradual l oca l i za t ion of

mater ia ls and s k i l l s through f i r s t generation of power reactors

(unit 1,2,3) under complete turn-key contracts ana second generation

(unit 5 through 10) under component approach contracts . National

infrastructure in support of large sca le nuclear power program i s in

forming stages through l o c a l i z a t i o n of design and engineering/

manufacturing, construct ion, opération, serv ices and fue l c y c l e

a c t i v i t i e s . However, Korea i s seeking f u l l scope technology

transfer along with the next ambitious nuclear project KNU 11 and 12

to be s tarted in 1967. KAERJ, the s o l e national nuclear R and 0

Organization, i s now deeply committed in three fo lds in d i r e c t

support of Korea's expanding nuclear power program. KAERt i s

responsible for de l iver ing NSSS 3ystem design from KNU 11 and 12,

nuclear fue l design from 1989 for a l l Korea's PWRs as well a s CANOl]

f u e l s from 1988, and responsible for radwaste management for a l l the

power reactors .



1. Background

Republic of Korea now ranks thirteenth among twentysix
nuclear power generating countries in the world as of
December 1985 with four units producing about 30*. of
her electricity. Five additional units are under
construction and it appears likely that Korea will be
one of the top ten nuclear generating countries before
1990 as shown in Table 1 considering the fact that
several countries (Sweden, Belgium, Taiwan and Swiss)
have no more units under construction.

Table 1. WORLD'S NUCLEAR GENERATING CAPACITY
as of Dec. 1985

units in operation
ank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

I13
14
15

country

U.S.A.
France
USSR
Japan
W. Germany
England
Canada
Sweden
Belgium
Taiwan
Spain
Swiss

Korea

Finland
S. Africa

capacity (GWe)

78.2
38.1
27.2
24.7
16.9
10.8
10.3
9.9
5.7
5.1
4.9
3.1

2.9

2.4
1.9

units

90
42
43
33
16
35
15
12
7
6
7
5

4|

4
2

It is interesting to note that Korean nuclear ps«e;"
projects may be catagorized into three generations.
The first generation are the first three units (KNU 1-
3) which were supplied as turnkey contracts, and the
second generation are the following six units (KNU 5-
10) which are constructed under component approach
contracts as summarized in Table 2.



Table 2. KOREAN NUCLEAR POWER PROJECTS SUMMARY

Gene-
ration

1st

2nd

3rd

Units

KNU 1
KNU 2
KNU 3

KNU 5&6
KNU 7&8
KNU 9&10

KNU 11&12

Location

Kori
Kori
Wolsung

Kori
Yeonggwang
Uljin

•7

Reactor
Type

PWR
PWR
CANDU

PWR
PWR
PWR

•>

MWe net

556
605
629

895x2
900x2
943x2

900x2

NSSS

W
W
AECL

W
W
FRA

9

T/G

GEC
GEC
HP

GEC
W
Alsthom

i

KNU: Korea Nuclear Unit,' W: Westinghouse, FRA: Framatome

All Korean nuclear units are located on coast due to
lack of large body of fresh water for cooling as ahown
on Figure 1. Total of 13.5 GWe generating capacity
(fossil, hydro, nuclear) is installed under single
national grid system owned and operated by a single
national utility company KEPCO (Korea Electric Power
Corporation).

KAERI (Korea Advanced Energy Research Institute) was
established in 1959 as the national research center for
nuclear energy. Besides her main mission of earring out
basic reseach in atomic fields, KAERI played a crucial
role in formulating the national strategy to usher
Korea into nuclear age during 1960's. With the
realization of 1st and 2nd generation nuclear power
projects in relatively short time, nuclear industrial
infrastructure was in slow forming. KAERI, which was
originally formed as a pure research center entirely
funded by the government, has gone through a slow
transformation in support of the nations growing demand
for more nuclear power project missions.
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2. Local Participation

2.1 First Generation Projects (KNU 1-3)

Nation's first three nuclear power plant projects, Kori
Unit 1&2 and Wolsung Unit 1, are categorized as the
first generation projects characterized by total
turnkey contract concept. Through these early
projects, Korea experienced various socio-technical
issues ranging from site selection- to the introduction
of QA concept in loc'al industries.

The foreign prime contractors wore totally responsible
for the entire project execution while local companies
participation was rather limited primarily in
civil/structures area. As shown on Fig. 2, about 1055
of localization rate was recorded in construction work,
architect/engineering work and equipment manufacturing
areas. Civil constructors were the leading sector in
local participation due to strong industrial background
gained from the Middle East projects. Equipment
manufacturing was entirely limited to non-nuclear
grade items. KAERI's role during this period was
largely centered around the regulatory review processes
in support of the Korean regulatory authority, Atomic
Energy Bureau of Ministry of Science and Technology
(MOST).

2.2 Second Generation Projects (KNU 5-10)

Accelerated by the first oil crisis of 1973, Korea
committed next six units in relatively short time
paralleled with the establishment of nuclear industrial
infrastructures in various sectors. This second
generation projects are characterized by the fact that
KEPCO assumed the total project responsibility while
foreign suppliers were given separate component supply
responsibility, so called component approach.

Civil/structural works were totally supplied by local
firms, namely Hyundai and Dong-A, who had vast
experience through the first generation projects. Due
to the contractural obligation to utilize at least
fixed percentage of local participation, local firms
made rapid progress in establishing necesary manpower,
facility and technology. KHIC (Korea Heavy Industries
and Construction) and KOPEC (Korea Power Engineering
Company) gained valuable experience in nuclear projects
through participation as subcontractors to the foreign
prime contractors in equipment manufacturing and
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architect/engineering respectively. Both firms
distinguished themselves by obtaining ASME N-stamps in
order to fully qualify for the recognized nuclear
supplier.

KAERI's role during this period expanded from basic
research for regulatory body to the establishment of
fuel cycle technology at Daeduk Engineering Center near
Taejon city, about 160 km south of Seoul. Entire KAERI
organization moved away from Seoul to Taejon in 1985.
KAERI's activities centered around fuel cycle
activities ranging from uranium refining, conversion,
fuel fabrication, post-irradiation examination and
radwaste treatment except enrichment and reprocessing.

During 1981-1984, KAERI made concerted effort with
strong guidance from ROK government and KEPCO, to
demonstrate the acceptability of KAERI made nuclear
fuel for use at Wolsung nuclear power plant. The KAERI
fuel bundles proved out to be satisfactory after full
cycle burnup at Wolsung. Consequently, KAERI and KEPCO
founded a daughter company called KNFC (Korea Nuclear
Fuel Co.) in 1983 in order to promote local production
of PWR fuel assemblies for all domestic PWR reactors.
While KAERI takes full responsibility of conducting
core design and software services, KNFC is responsible
for supplying hardware fabrication and reconversion
services to KEPCO. To meet this end, technology
inducement contract was signed among KWU of Germany,
KAERI and KNFC for 200 ton/year plant to be in fuil
operation by 1989.

2.3 Third Generation Projects (KNU 11&12 on)

Up to now, the economic factors by far dominated the
all previous nuclear power projects. Local
participation and technology transfer were given
limited priority after meeting the construction
schedule and costs. In 1985 Korean government
initiated a decisive move to achieve technical
independence starting from KNU 11&12 project. This is
in recognition of the capabilities of domestic nuclear
industries and strong desire to minimize foreign
dependency on all nuclear power technologies. Electric
Power Group Cooperation Council was formed in 1985 to
better coordinate the mobilization of local industries
for KNU 11&12. Third generation projects are best
characterized by the contract type being component
approach with domestic industries taking fuil prime



contractors responsibility and foreign suppliers become
subcontractors. Technology transfer conditions are
expected to be the dominating factor in selecting the
successful foreign supplier for NSSS, T/G, A/E and
nuclear fuel. Principal domestic participants for KNU
11&12 among the Electric Power Group Cooperation
Council with their scope of work are determined as
below:

KEPCO

KH1C

KOPEC
KNFC
KEPOS

KAERI

Total construction project management,
operation
Major equipment component design and
manufacturing for NSSS, T/G and BOP
Architect engineering services
PWR Nuclear fuel fabrication
Korea Electric Power Operation Services
Maintenance of nuclear power plants
NSSS system design
PWR fuel and initial core design
PHWH-CANDU fuel design and fabrication

In addition, localization rate for each industries is
targeted as below during the KNU 11&12 project such
that all subsequent units will achieve essentially
total technical independence.

Table 3 . LOCALIZATION TARGET FOR KNU 11&12 PROJECT

Industrial Sector

Equipment Manufacturing
NSSS System Design
Initial Core Design
Fuel Fabrication
Architect Engineering

Organization

KHIC
KAERI
KAERI
KNFC
KOPEC

Localization
Rate (*)

72 *
50 **
77 **
100 *
79 **

* : cost basis, ** : man-hour basis



3. Future Role for KAERI

As described in the previous chapters, various Korean
industrial sectors have assumed their distinct role
playing encompassing entire project management and
control starting from the third generation nuclear
power projects, namely KNU 11&12. KAERI, with 28 years
of history behind, now has transformed itself from pure
basic research organization to active participant for
the KNU 11&12 project implementation. Historical level
of manpower and budget. is shown in Fig*. 3. where
significant increase in budget can be seen in recent
years to indicate its commitment to nuclear power
project activities.

Recent reorganization at KAERI in 1985 established a
vice president in charge of nuclear power projects as
shown in Fig. 4. LWR Fuel Division is responsible for
delivering all reload and initial core design services
in conjunction with KNFC, and HWR Fuel Division is
responsible for delivering entire fuel bundles for all
CANDU units in Korea. Power Reactor Systems Division
is newly formed with missions to be responsible for
NSSS systems design through KNU 11&12 project
participation as well as full scope technology transfer
agreement with foreign NSSS supplier.

In summary, Korea is entering into a new era with on-
set, of the third generation projects, KNU 11&12. In
addition to its traditional role of basic nuclear
reseach and safety research in support of the Korean
regulatory body, KAERI has transformed itself into an
active participant in the national projects.
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Fig. 3 KAERI's Budget and Personnel
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Nuclear Power Projects
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Reactor Engineering
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Mechanical Design
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Safety Analysis
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Process Engineering
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Fig. 4 Nuclear Power Projects Organization at KAERI


